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Improved metacognitive thinking can impact student’s success. A novel
homework method called Solved Problem Analysis (SPA) was developed with the intent
to foster metacognitive thinking. It was hypothesized that supporting metacognition
would lead to increased performance on in-class exams and the ACS final exam. Results
showed SPA was effective at increasing performance on both.
In order to more directly measure student’s metacognitive thinking, a knowledge
survey was implemented to measure the difference between student’s perceived
understanding of the material and their actual performance. These knowledge surveys
showed students were able to predict how much of the material they understood.
Monitoring one’s thinking is an important part of metacognition. This cognitive
monitoring can be mimicked in study group interactions. The effect of self-assembled
study groups on student exam performance was also examined, where it was found that
self-assembled study groups did not effectively increase exam performance.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Cognitive load theory
Cognitive load can be defined as the amount of pressure put on a learners’
cognitive system.1, 2 More precisely, Paas defined cognitive load as “A multidimensional
construct that represents the load that performing a particular task imposes on the
cognitive system of the learner.”1 Cognitive load theory was first developed by Sweller in
1988, where the construct of cognitive load was explored by examining the cognitive
load experienced by different types of problem solving.3 The distinction between an
expert and novice is also important to the understanding of cognitive load theory.3-9 An
expert has formed categorized prior knowledge into what are called schemas. 3-5 These
schemas are a group of information organized into one entity allowing it to be recalled as
one element.3 The more of an expert a person is in a field, the more schemas the person
has formed. This allows the individual to work with more information.3, 5 Novices in a
field have not formed these schemas and must treat each element of a problem as novel
information.5, 10 Sweller theorized that different problem solving methods could affect the
acquisition of schemas.3 Two problem solving methods were studied, means-ends
analysis and non-specific goal analysis.3 In means-ends analysis, the learner will envision
the end goal and try to find the best method to reach the goal.3 In non-specific goal
analysis, the learner will search for an equation where only one unknown exists and solve
1

the equation.3 Once this equation is solved, the learner will reevaluate the problem to see
if any more equations now only have one unknown.3 Sweller found that means-ends
analysis poised heavy cognitive loads on learners, which was seen in more mathematical
mistakes when solving trigonometry problems.3
Sweller also found that increased cognitive load for the task took away from the
formation of schemas and prevented effective learning.3 This framework for cognitive
load theory was expanded on in a review by Sweller in 1998.5 Cognitive load theory had
now found its place in educational applications.5-9, 11 Three new types of cognitive load
were introduced, intrinsic cognitive load, extraneous cognitive load, and germane
cognitive load.5 Intrinsic cognitive load is the cognitive load associated with a problem.5
This cognitive load cannot be changed by instructional design.5 Extraneous cognitive
load is cognitive load which is caused by irrelevant information in the problem task that
is not directly related to learning the material.5 The amount of extraneous cognitive load
can be changed by instructional design.5 Germane cognitive load can also be changed by
instructional design.5 Germane cognitive load can be defined as cognitive load specific to
learning.5 By increasing this cognitive load, the learner will be focused on aspects of the
problem which enhance learning, such as the formation of new schemas.5
The distinction between intrinsic and germane cognitive load is small, but
important. Intrinsic cognitive load, as stated earlier, is the cognitive load specific to the
learning task whereas germane cognitive load is cognitive load that helps a student
acquire schemas for the learning task.5 This distinction changes how instructional
methods should be designed.5 For example, an instructor teaching the concept of density
may want to increase the amount of germane cognitive load. This is because calculating
2

density has a low intrinsic cognitive load since density can be solved by a simple
equation. To increase germane cognitive load, the instructor may ask the student to
identify an unknown metal using density rather than asking to directly calculate density.
By increasing the germane cognitive load, learning will be enhanced. Although overall
cognitive load increased, the intrinsic cognitive load of calculating density remains
unchanged.
Intrinsic, germane, and extraneous cognitive load are all additive to each other
which have more implications for instructional design.6 If too much cognitive load is
experienced, the learner will face what is known as cognitive overload and will suffer
from increased errors in problem solving.3
To prevent cognitive overload, typically extraneous cognitive load should be
reduced as much as possible as it does not contribute to learning.5 Sweller describes six
effects which can help reduce extraneous cognitive load.5 These effects are summarized
in Table 1.1.

3

Table 1.1

Six effects to reduce cognitive load

Goal-free effect

Learners will not focus on trying to go from the start to
the goal, but will rather focus on solving the problem
from the top
Worked example effect
Learner forced to focus on key elements to solve the
problem
Completion problem effect Giving a learner part of a problem forces the learner to
focus on a limited number of elements in the problem
Split attention effect
Reducing the number of elements by combining the
elements helps reduce the amount of information a
learner has to combine in their working memory to solve
a problem
Modality effect
Replacing large chunks of text with diagram and spoken
text allows the use of different senses for the processing
of information
Redundancy effect
The elimination of repeated materials allows the learner
to focus more on pertinent parts of the problem
Six effects that can be used to reduce cognitive load as detailed by Sweller 5
Metacognition
Metacognition can be defined as “the ability to monitor, evaluate, and make plans
for one’s learning.”12 More simply put, metacognition can also be thought of as “thinking
about ones thinking.”13 When students are thinking metacognitively, learners are able to
think about the thought process that is occurring to solve a specific problem.12-14 If a
student is able to think about why they are taking certain steps, they will be able to
perform better.13, 14 It is believed that the better students are able to evaluate their own
learning, the more they will be able to learn the material.13, 14 This increase in learning is
most likely due to the increased germane cognitive load experienced by the learner.15, 16
Metacognition can also show a deeper level of understanding of the material.13, 14 This
deeper understanding of material is achieved from the assumption that students first must
be able to understand the material at a basic level before metacognition can occur.14 Once
basic understanding is achieved, students can than think metacognitively by thinking
4

about their own understanding of the material.14 Metacognitive thinking will then allow
students to go back and determine if their understanding is correct, and if any
discrepancies are found, take measures to fix them.14
Schoenfeld illustrates the importance of metacognition in a chapter about teaching
methods utilized in mathematics education.14 After the students had learned the necessary
material to solve a novel problem, the students were tasked with solving an out of context
problem and the students were taped to see how they were approaching the problem.14 A
mathematics teacher, who had not worked with geometry for a while, was also tasked to
solve a novel geometry problem.14 Although the students were fresh out of calculus and
likely possessed more knowledge about the math problem than the mathematician, the
mathematician was able to solve the problem while the students could not.14 After
reviewing the tape it became apparent the reason the students failed was they never
questioned the first method they had picked to solve the problem.14 The mathematician,
on the other hand, tried many incorrect methods, but also spent more time evaluating
each method until a good method was found and used to solve the problem.14 This is an
example of metacognitive monitoring, and clearly shows the importance of supporting
metacognition in students.14
Rickey explored how metacognition could help students understand and learn
chemistry at a deeper level.11 To see the thought processes of the students, Rickley
utilized the Think-Aloud technique presented in Bowen’s research.17 This technique
requires students to answer a number of prompts and discuss with the interviewer how
they are solving them.17 The interviewer has a number of questions to initially ask the
student, but once the initial questions are asked the interviewer may prompt the student to
5

be more specific or explain their answer in more detail to increase the amount of
information gathered from the interview.17 In Rickey’s study, to simulate metacognition
two different student groups were used, a graduate student in chemistry, and two
undergraduates.11 The graduate student represented an expert in chemistry where the two
undergraduate students represented novice students.11 The interaction between the
undergraduate students was representative of metacognitive monitoring.11 When the
graduate student was tasked with solving a problem, the graduate student finished the
problem quickly and made an incorrect assumption, resulting in an incorrect answer.11
The pair of undergraduates on the other hand were able to successfully solve the
problem.11 This is because when the two worked together, they were able to monitor each
other’s thinking to make sure they were solving the problem correctly.11 At one point, the
undergraduates made the same incorrect assumption as the graduate student, but were
able to overcome this by monitoring each other’s thinking.11 This is an example of how
powerful metacognition can be in learning. Novice learners were able to overcome
difficulties with the problem in a similar manner to metacognition. This shows that if a
student is able to think metacognitively, mimicking these interactions, they will likely be
able to better succeed in problem solving.
Worked Examples
In the literature, worked examples have shown to be an effective instructional
tool.5-8, 11 This illustrates the utility of the worked example effect in educational
instruction. In Sweller 1998, some of the effects of worked examples were discussed.5
Worked examples were found to be an effective alternative for conventional problems in
schema aquistion.18 In a study by Zhu, the effectiveness of worked examples was
6

examined in 20 students.18 These worked examples were presented without other
instruction to teach students about different areas of mathematics. Zhu found that
students who had learned from worked examples were able to effectively learn material,
even without the instruction of a teacher. Think aloud protocols were also used to test the
understanding of the students. Zhu also found that not only were students able to solve
problems as well or better than students taught by conventional methods, they showed a
higher level of understanding of how to solve specific problems. This supports the notion
that worked examples are a tool to assist in the acquisition of schemas in learning.
If a student was forced to spend more germane cognitive load examining the
worked examples, students would acquire schemas more quickly. This comes from the
low extraneous cognitive load of worked examples.5 Since all the steps of a problem are
given to the learner, there are not many other elements for the learner to focus on, thus
lowering the amount of extraneous cognitive load. Extraneous cognitive load is also
reduced in worked examples by forcing students to use a different type of problem
solving. Means-ends analysis is cognitively demanding, so the elimination of this
problem solving technique reduces cognitive load. Worked examples eliminate the use of
means-end analysis because means-ends analysis relies on reducing the amount of
difference from the current state of the problem and the goal state. Since worked
examples have a clear flow from the current state to the goal state, this problem solving
technique will not be used. 5 One difficulty with worked examples is students were not
forced to learn the material.5 Students often only consulted worked examples when they
were unable to solve a problem.5 This problem could be overcome by requiring students
to complete parts of the worked example.5
7

To focus the attention of the learner on worked examples, learners were exposed
to two different treatment groups to explore the effect of structured explanations for
worked examples.11 The first condition was spontaneous self-explanation. In this
condition, learners were tasked with verbally stating their thoughts while examining a
worked example. The second condition was elicited self-explanations. In this treatment
condition, learners were given training on how they should explain problems. This
training directed students to focus on the goal of each step. When the students were
studying the worked examples, they were tasked with verbalizing their self-explaining.
During the task they were required to assign goals to each one of the steps. In the study it
was found that by having the students elicit self-explanations, the near-transfer and fartransfer learning was facilitated.
Developing Problem-Solving Skills and Critical Thinking
Educators have focused for decades on the promotion of student thinking through
a variety of approaches with emphasis on student progression from algorithmic, lowerorder cognitive skills to higher-order cognitive/thinking skills.19-22 Lower-order cognitive
skills may focus upon simple recall of information. Higher-order cognitive skills are
defined to include analysis, evaluation, and synthesis which can further develop skills in
problem solving, predicting, and generalizing approaches to problems.19 This higherorder critical thinking has been defined to include a student’s ability to identify central
issues in an argument, recognize important relationships, make correct inferences from
data, and evaluate evidence. The ability of students to ask questions, problem solve, and
analyze unfamiliar situations is crucial for the development of strong critical thinking
skills.19, 23
8

The goal of many STEM fields is to support a student in the development of
higher order cognitive skills, but this causes challenges as students at the novice stage are
developing initial schema for approaching the material. If these students encounter
cognitive overload, the student will not be able to complete the learning task.
Development of the higher-order skills of analysis and evaluation can further strengthen
the student’s skill in problem-solving if it can be accomplished without undue stress on
working memory.19 New information must be processed by working memory before it is
converted into long-term storage. Reducing the working memory load of a particular task
by presenting material in alternate pathways can support novice students toward learning
by directing their attention to useful solution steps.7 By reducing the amount of required
working memory for the task, the extraneous load of the problem will be reduced which
will allow students to focus on intrinsic cognitive load. Intrinsic cognitive load is specific
to the learning task and cannot be altered. The more attention a student can give to this
intrinsic cognitive load, the more learning that can occur.5

9

CHAPTER II
USE OF SOLVED PROBLEM ANALYSIS TO SUPPORT STUDENT LEARNING IN
THE GENERAL CHEMISTRY CLASSROOM
Introduction
Entering Mississippi State University freshmen come from a wide variety of
backgrounds with a correspondingly wide range of level of academic preparation; student
math ACT sub-scores ranged 16-35. It was observed that many students entering a
chemistry program appeared overwhelmed by the rigor of the course material and became
disengaged from the process relatively early in the semester. This is reflected in a local
example of a national trend of students leaving STEM majors.24-27 This disengagement is
likely due to students experiencing cognitive overload during the process. If students
experience cognitive overload, the students are less likely to be able to learn the material
and go on to fall behind in class. Worked examples in past research have shown promise
as a learning technique.5, 8 One issue experienced with worked examples is many
students will only consult worked examples when they cannot solve a problem and then
study them superficially.5 Cognitive load theory also suggests that if extraneous cognitive
load was reduced in a problem type to increase learning, adding germane cognitive load
may increase student understanding and schema acquisition.5 In response to the observed
disengagement, a new learning strategy was implemented called Solved Problem
Analysis (SPA). SPA was been designed to reduce extraneous cognitive load through the
10

worked example effect. As stated earlier, worked examples can be ineffective when
students only use them superficially.5 To address this issue, germane cognitive load was
increased to assist in the acquisition of schemas. This was achieved by requiring students
to determine the correctness of the solution and explain each of the steps taken in the
worked example. Many researchers have also demonstrated the importance of
metacognitive thinking.13, 14, 28 With this in mind, SPA was also developed with the
intention of fostering metacognitive thinking. It is hypothesized that by increasing
germane cognitive load and fostering metacognition, student performance would increase
on in-class exams as well as the American Chemical Society’s final exam given in the
chemistry major’s General Chemistry I and II course.
Development of Solved Problem Analysis
The worked example effect is what led to the development of solved problem
analysis (SPA). Typically SPA problems contained only a few errors, if any, which
required students to make careful examinations of the problem. Since students were
required to examine each step for correctness, SPA forces thinking strategies similar to
Schoenfeld’s.14 An example of this was Schoenfeld listening to students and having them
come up with different methods of solving a problem and then evaluate which methods
would work.14
It was hypothesized SPA would be an effective method for increasing germane
cognitive load, thus increasing student learning with worked examples, while at the same
time supporting metacognitive thinking. By giving SPA problems to students in General
Chemistry, the goal was to help novice students transition into experts using this type of
instruction. Examples of solved problem analysis are shown in Figures 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3.
11

Solved Problem Analysis: Check if the solution below is correct. If it is correct,
write out (explain) the steps needed to solve this problem. If incorrect, explain what is
wrong, and do the calculation correctly.
Question: Determine the empirical formula of a compound that contains 55.3% K,
5

14.6% P and 30.1% O.
55.3 𝑔 𝐾|
14.6 𝑔 𝑃|

0.4714 𝑚𝑜𝑙
10

=3𝐾

39.10 𝑔 𝐾
𝑚𝑜𝑙

30.97 𝑔 𝑃

30.1 𝑔 𝑂|
1.414 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐾

𝑚𝑜𝑙

𝑚𝑜𝑙
16.00 𝑔 𝑂

0.4714 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑃
0.4714 𝑚𝑜𝑙

= 1.414 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐾
= 0.4714 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑃
= 1.881 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑂

=1𝑃

1.881 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑂
0.4714 𝑚𝑜𝑙

=4𝑂

Empirical Formula= K3PO4

Figure 2.1

Algorithmic style, Correct Example of Solved Problem Analysis

Problems always included identification (SPA) and instructions on how to approach the
problems.
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Solved Problem Analysis: Check if the solution below is correct. If it is correct,
write out (explain) the steps needed to solve this problem. If incorrect, explain what is
wrong, and do the calculation correctly.
The average atomic mass of nitrogen is 14.0067. The atomic masses of the two
5

stable isotopes of nitrogen, 14N and 15N are 14.003074002 and 15.00010897 amu,
respectively. Use this information to determine the percent abundance of each nitrogen
isotope.
Solution: Let “x” be the percent of Nitrogen 14 so that 100-x is the percent of
Nitrogen 15, then

10

(x)(14.003074002) + (100-x)(15.00010897) = 14.0067
14.003074002x + 1500.010897 - 15.00010897x = 14.0067
-0.997034968x = -1486.004197
x= -1486.004197/-0.997034968 = 1490.42335
Take x and divide by 100 to get the Percentage; 14N= 14.90% and 15N = 85.10%

Figure 2.2

Algorithmic style, Incorrect Solved Problem Analysis.

Solved Problem Analysis: Review the following compounds and determine if they
are named correctly or if the given formula is correct. Write “Correct” if they are
named/structured correctly; write “incorrect” if it is wrong. If it is wrong, explain the
reason and give the correct answer.
5

10

NaCl

sodium chloride

___________________

Na2O

disodium oxide

___________________

AlN

aluminum nitrate

___________________

Al2S3

aluminum sulfide

___________________

FeCl2

iron(II) chloride

___________________

Cr2O3 dichromium (III) oxide

Figure 2.3

___________________

Conceptual style, Solved Problem Analysis

This example shows both correct and incorrect examples for chemical nomenclature.
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Methods
Participants
A total forty freshmen chemistry majors participated in the study from Fall 2013
and Spring 2014. Fall 2013 had 38 students which consisted of 73.7% female and 26.3%
male. This class was made up of 18.4% African American, 76.4% Caucasian, 2.6%
Multiracial, and 2.6% unknown. Spring 2014 had 24 students which consisted of 75.0%
female and 25.0% male. This class was made up of 16.6% African American 79.2%
Caucasian, and 4.2% Multiracial. For the final exam analysis Fall 2012 and Spring 2013
was included. Fall 2012 had 41 students which consisted of 65.9% female and 34.1%
male. This class was made up of 7.3% African American, 87.9% Caucasian, 2.4% Asian,
and 2.4% Hispanic. Spring 2013 had 34 students which consisted of 58.8% female and
41.2% male. This class was made up of 2.9% African American, 91.3% Caucasian, 2.9%
Hispanic, and 2.9% Asian.
Implementation
SPA was incorporated into homework assignments provided to chemistry majors
at Mississippi State University. The goal was for SPA to serve as a stepping stone for
students transitioning from novice to expert in learning material. Chemistry majors were
taught using an integrated lecture/laboratory course that allows for small class size (<45
students) and active use of student centered learning strategies. Written homework
assignments were assigned once per week as supplement to online homework instruction
and were graded by the course instructor for return and review.
Solved problems were incorporated in to these written homework assignments
and comprised approximately 20% of each assignment. The remainder of the homework,
14

approximately 80%, was traditional style problems tasking students to show calculations
and provide numerical or conceptual answers. All solved problems were labeled as
“solved problem analysis” in the homework assignment and contained instructions which
defined the student response. The solved problems analyzed in this study were
categorized by style of student learning (conceptual or algorithmic) and level of
difficulty. SPA treatment was randomly assigned to various topics in General Chemistry.
Remaining topics received only traditional approach. The topics assigned to each
treatment are detailed in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2

List of Topic Categories
Solved Problem Analysis Approach

Degree of

Conceptual

Algorithmic

Traditional Approach
Conceptual

Algorithmic

Difficulty
1- Easy

ID of reaction
types

Dimensional
analysis

Van’t Hoff factor

Hess’s Law

Balancing
Chemical
Equations

Henry’s Law
Freezing point
depression
2- Moderate

Chemical
Nomenclature

Oxidation numbers

Percent yield
Percent composition
Heating curves

Conjugate
Acid/Base
Oxidation numbers

Empirical Formula

Lewis Structures

Equilibrium

Specific heat hot
metal

Bond enthalpies

Le Chatelier’s
Principle

Henderson
Hasselbach equation

Ka/Kb relationships

Molarity
calculations
Boiling point
elevation
Raoult’s Law

Weak acid Ka

Common Ion Effect

Concentration
Conversions
3Challenging

Molecular
geometry

Limiting reagent
problems

Balancing Redox
Reactions

Reactions with ideal
gas law

Net Ionic equations
pH of salts
Gibbs Free Energy

Combustion
analysis
Heat in solution

Heat of reaction

Half-life
calculations

Clausius-Clapeyron
Equation

Titration
calculations

Weak acid pH

Relative formation/
disassociation
Kinetics

Half-life
calculations
Rate Law
calculations

Topics were first categorized by difficulty (easy, moderate, and challenging) and type of
problem (conceptual or algorithmic). After categorizing topics, SPA treatment was
randomly assigned to different topics
SPA (conceptual and algorithmic) provided students a sample homework problem
complete with a potential solution for the problem. Students were tasked to assess the
solution and identify if it was correct. If it was correct, the student would mark it correct
16

and write out the logic or steps used to create the solution. If the solution was incorrect,
the student was tasked to mark it incorrect, explain the errors and write out a correct
solution.
Statistical Analysis
All statistical analysis was conducted using SPSS (Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences). Student performance on each of the topics was analyzed relative to
math ACT score. Math ACT scores are often used as a predictor for course readiness in
Chemistry.29, 30 Student math ACT scores were separated into three groups, as students
tend to fall in to three different categories as General Chemistry students at Mississippi
State University:
1.

Students with Math ACT score < 24. These students are required to pass
College Algebra with a grade of C or better prior to General Chemistry I
enrollment. These students often appear overwhelmed by the pacing and
rigor of the General Chemistry I course and are often not retained to the
General Chemistry II course.

2.

Students with a Math ACT score of 24-26. These students are allowed to
enroll directly in General Chemistry I without College Algebra but often
also struggle with the pacing and rigor of General Chemistry I.

3.

Students with a Math ACT score of 27 or higher. These students are
typically very successful in the General Chemistry I course and are
frequently retained in to General Chemistry II.
In Class Exams

To increase sample size, topics from General Chemistry I and General Chemistry
II were combined in the analysis. Each student had all exam questions in a specific
category averaged for analysis (for example, if a student received a 100 and a 0 on the
only two problems that were conceptual, with level three difficulty, which had also
received solved problem analysis, the student score would be a 50 for this question
17

category). The average score on exam questions in different categories were analyzed for
normality using the Shapiro-Wilk test, along with the examination of kurtosis, skewness,
and Q-Q plots to confirm normality. Q-Q plots were reviewed for non-significant results
of the Shapiro-Wilk test since the Shapiro-Wilk test does not always have enough power
to detect non-normal distributions in small sample sizes. For analysis, kurtosis and
skewness were converted to z-scores by dividing the value of skew or kurtosis by the
standard error of skew or kurtosis. Any z-score greater than 1.96 was considered a
significant result.
To conduct a factorial mixed ANOVA, the data was first transformed using
Equation 2.1. Since factorial mixed ANOVA looks at the difference of each factor, the
differences of the variables were used to check for normality after transformation. The
difference of traditional approach vs. solved problem analysis approach was taken after
the transformation. The Low-ACT category was excluded from analysis due to small
sample size (n = 3).
√101-X

(3.1)

After the factorial mixed ANOVA, a paired samples t-test was used to find
significant differences between variables. To correct for familywise error, a p value of
.008 or less was considered significant at the .05 level. For the ACT separated groups a p
value of .004 or less was considered significant at the .05 level. These cut offs were made
by dividing the desired significance level (.05) by the number of tests used.
To make statistical analysis concise, a 3 digit coding system will be used for each
category given in table 2.2.
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Table 2.3

Category Coding System

Code
Y
N

Definition
Question topic received solved problem approach
Question topic received traditional approach
1
Question topic is level one difficulty
2
Question topic is level two difficulty
3
Question topic is level three difficulty
C Question topic is conceptual
A Question topic is analytical
Sqrt
Square root transformation conducted
dif
Difference of solved problem and traditional approach
Example: Y2C would represent a problem having received solved problem analysis
approach, which was level two difficulty and conceptual in nature.
Final Exam
Student performance was compared on identical ACS exams. Fall 2012 and
Spring 2013 received no exposure to SPA. Fall 2013 and Spring 2014 received both SPA
and traditional approaches. To increase sample size, Fall 2012 and Spring 2013 were
combined for the analysis. Fall 2013 and Spring 2014 were also combined for the
analysis. Questions on the final exam were categorized by algorithmic or conceptual and
whether the topic had been designated for SPA or traditional treatment in Fall 2013 and
Spring 2014 semesters. For the analysis of the final exam, a Chi-square test for
independence was used since the data was dichotomous.
Results and Discussion
Assumptions Testing
Tests were conducted for normality on the overall distribution (not ACT
separated) and on the difference of traditional approach vs solved problem approach. It
was found that Y1C, Y1A, N1A, Y2C, N2C, Y2A, Y3C, Y3A, the difference of Y2C and
N2C (C2dif), and the difference of Y2A and N2A (A2dif) were significantly not normal
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according to the Shapiro-Wilk (SW) test. Values of significant results are summarized in
Table 2.4. N1A deviates from normality (SW p = .004, see Figure 2.4), but the skew and
kurtosis was not significant (Zskew = -1.40, Zkurtosis = -1.30). N2C also follows the same
pattern and has some deviation from normality (SW p = .002, see Figure 2.5), but was not
significantly skewed (Zskew = -0.97, Zkurtosis = -1.45). C2dif deviates from normal (see
Figure 2.6, SW p = .05) and is not significantly skewed (Zskew = 1.04, Zkurtosis = -1.19).
Table 2.4
Category
Y1C
Y1A
N1A
Y2C
N2C
Y2A
Y3C
Y3A
A2dif
C2dif

Normality for all ACT groups combined
Shapiro-Wilk
p < .001
p < .001
p = .004
p < .001
p = .002
p = .021
p = .032
p = .003
p = .027
p = .05

Zskew
-2.65
-2.51
-1.40
-5.63
-0.97
-1.99
-2.71
-2.50
2.58
1.04
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Zkurtosis
-0.65
0.40
-1.30
6.33
-1.45
-0.03
1.92
-0.85
1.43
-1.19

Figure 2.4

Q-Q plot of N1A

Although skew and kurtosis of the distribution were not significant, it is apparent that
some deviation from normality exists
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Figure 2.5

Q-Q plot of N2C

Although skew and kurtosis of the distribution were not significant, it is apparent that
some deviation from normality exists

Figure 2.6

Q-Q plot of C2dif

Q-Q plot confirming non-normality in the distribution of C2dif
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Tests were conducted for the normality on Low-ACT subgroup. After excluding
participants that did not participate in all exams, the sample size became n = 3. Since n =
3 for this group, the Shapiro-Wilk test would not be able to detect non-normal
distributions. It will be assumed the Low-ACT subgroup does not meet normality
requirements.
Tests were conducted for the normality on the Mid-ACT subgroup. Using the
Shapiro-Wilk test, it was found that Y1C, Y2C, and N2C were significantly not normal.
Results are summarized in Table 2.5. From the Q-Q plots, N3A also showed deviations
from normality. Y1C shows some deviation from normality (SW p = .003) likely caused
by low variability (see Figure 2.7) in scoring for this category, but this distribution was
not significantly skewed (Zskew = -0.45, Zkurtosis = 0.13). After reviewing the Q-Q plot of
N3A (see Figure 2.8), it is possible it may deviate from normality (SW p = .163, Zskew =
0.7, Zkurtosis = -1.19)
Table 2.5
Category
Y1C
Y2C
N2C
N3A

Normality for Mid-ACT Subgroup
Shapiro-Wilk
p = .003
p = .002
p = .029
p = .163

Zskew
-0.45
-2.62
0.38
0.70
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Zkurtosis
0.13
1.24
-1.36
-1.19

Figure 2.7

Histogram of Mid-ACT students Y1C scores

Figure 2.8

Q-Q plot of Mid-ACT students N3A scores
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Tests were conducted for normality on the High-ACT subgroup. Using the
Shapiro-Wilk test, it was found that N1C, Y1C, Y1A, N1A, Y2C, N2C, Y3C, C1dif were
significantly not normal. Results are summarized in Table 2.6. N1C is significantly not
normal (SW p = .023, Zskew = -2.89, Zkurtosis = 3.30), this may be caused by one extreme
value (see Figure 2.9). N1A is significantly not normal (SW p = .001, Zskew = -3.91,
Zkurtosis = 5.50), one extreme value may be causing the deviation from normality (see
Figure 2.10). Y2C is significantly not normal, likely due to a small number (see Figure
2.11) of possible scoring options (SW p <.001, Zskew = -3.23, Zkurtosis = 1.50). Y3C is
significantly not normal likely due to one point (see Figure 2.12) (SW p = .022, Zskew = 2.84, Zkurtosis = 3.94). C1dif is significantly not normal likely due to one point (see Figure
2.13) (SW p = .028, Zskew = 2.93, Zkurtosis = 3.54).
Table 2.6
Category
N1C
Y1C
Y1A
N1A
Y2C
N2C
Y3C
C1dif

Normality for High-ACT Subgroup
Shapiro-Wilk
p = .023
p < .001
p < .001
p = .001
p < .001
p = .011
p = .022
p = .028

Zskew
-2.89
-3.32
-2.79
-3.91
-3.23
-1.62
-2.84
2.93
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Zkurtosis
3.30
1.95
1.40
5.50
1.50
0.35
3.94
3.54

Figure 2.9

Box and whisker plot of High-ACT student’s score on N1C

Figure 2.10

Box and whisker plot of High-ACT student’s score on N1A
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Figure 2.11

Histogram of High-ACT for Y2C

Figure 2.12

Box and whisker plot of High-ACT student’s score Y3C
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Figure 2.13

Box and whisker plot of High-ACT subscore student’s C1dif

After reviewing the data, trends in the data showed that almost all distributions
were negatively skewed. In order to meet the assumption of normality, the data was
transformed using a square root transformation. After transformation, Y1C, Y1A, N1A,
Y2C, and N2C were still significantly not normal according to the Shapiro-Wilk test in
the overall distribution. Most importantly, the difference of the variables being compared
was significantly normal. Results are summarized in Table 2.7.
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Table 2.7

Normality after Square Root Transformation

Category
Shapiro-Wilk
Zskew
SqrtY1C
p < .001
1.09
SqrtY1A
p < .001
0.73
SqrtN1A
p = .045
-0.24
SqrtY2C
p < .001
3.11
SqrtN2C
p = .001
-0.72
SqrtY2A
p = .402
-0.01
SqrtY3C
p = .972
0.05
SqrtY3A
p = .051
0.28
SqrtA2dif
p = .201
-1.65
SqrtC2dif
p = .089
0.43
After the transformation, five distributions became normal

Zkurtosis
-1.82
-1.76
-1.45
0.83
-1.63
-0.95
0.37
-1.23
2.50
-1.26

After transformation the data was separated into different ACT categories to test
normality. For the Mid-ACT subgroup, Y1C, Y1A, and N2C were found to be
significantly not normal. Results are summarized in Table 2.8. For the High-ACT
subgroup Y1C, Y1A, Y2C, N2C, and Y3A were found to be significantly not normal.
Results are summarized in Table 2.9.
Table 2.8

Normality after Square Root Transformation for Mid-ACT Students

Category
Shapiro-Wilk
Zskew
SqrtY1C
p = .001
0.96
SqrtY1A
p = .032
-0.47
SqrtY2C
p = .109
1.21
SqrtN2C
p = .004
-1.32
SqrtN3A
p = .085
-1.20
Two distributions became normal after transformation
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Zkurtosis
-1.05
-0.91
-0.50
-0.97
-0.81

Table 2.9

Normality after Square Root Transformation for High-ACT Students

Category
Shapiro-Wilk
Zskew
N1C
p = .867
0.96
Y1C
p < .001
2.87
Y1A
p < .001
1.92
N1A
p = .210
1.28
Y2C
p < .001
2.70
N2C
p = .021
-0.14
Y3C
p = .444
0.64
Y3A
p = .047
-0.24
C1dif
p = .827
-1.09
Four distributions became normal after transformation

Zkurtosis
0.57
0.83
-0.41
0.95
0.70
-0.92
1.11
-1.26
0.71

To see if the assumption of homogeneity of variance had been met, Levene’s test
was conducted. It was found that no comparisons had significant heterogeneity, meaning
the assumption was not violated.
In Class Exams
In class exams were analyzed using a factorial 4-way mixed ANOVA with ACT
as the between-subject factor (Mid ACT, High ACT) and method (SPA vs. Traditional),
difficulty (Easy vs. Moderate vs. Challenging), and question type (Conceptual vs.
Algorithmic) as the within-subject factors. Students received significantly higher scores
on topics having received solved problem analysis compared to topics having received
only the traditional approach F(1.00, 32.00) = 78.13, p < .001, ηp2 = .709. There was no
significant interaction between SPA and ACT subgroup, suggesting solved problem
analysis helped students in the Mid-ACT and High-ACT subgroups equally F(1.00,
32.00) = .737, p = .397, ηp2 = .023. No significant interaction existed between type of
problem, solved problem analysis, and ACT subgroup F(1.00, 32.00) = .418, p = .522,
ηp2 = .013. This suggests that SPA helped students equally with conceptual and
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algorithmic problems with regards to ACT subgroup. The paired samples t-test found
significance for all categories except for level three conceptual problems. When further
split into ACT categories, Mid-ACT students showed significant results for level one and
two difficulty conceptual problems. Mid-ACT students also showed significant results for
level two and three algorithmic problems. High-ACT students showed significant results
for level one conceptual problems, and level two and three algorithmic problems. Refer
to Figures 2.14, 2.15, 2.16, and 2.17 to see the results graphically. Table 2.10 summarizes
descriptive statistics and effect sizes.
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Table 2.10

Summary of In Class Exam Analysis
Mean

Overall (N =
SPA
37)
C1 88.1757
A1 84.1626
C2 85.5846
A2 85.7665
C3 74.1992
A3 81.5781
High ACT (n = 17)
C1 95.5882
A1 92.7157
C2 93.4635
A2 90.9470
C3 79.3432
A3 90.6460
Mid ACT (n = 17)
C1 82.3529
A1 79.0034
C2 75.4888
A2 84.4036
C3 73.3745
A3 73.7364
Low ACT (n = 3)
C1 79.1667
A1 64.9306
C2 98.1467
A2 64.1336
C3 49.7225
A3 74.6296

Effect Size (r)

p value

TR

Standard
Deviation
SPA
TR

74.5697
67.6529
59.9096
70.4809
69.5515
59.0312

14.4174
17.8467
23.5505
11.3574
16.9012
17.3717

14.0502
27.2086
33.8977
20.2511
20.1164
22.4704

.377
.363
.499
.555
.751
.398

< .001
< .001
< .001
< .001
.086
< .001

81.3325
84.4390
77.4506
80.4929
78.2761
71.9048

8.7736
11.7131
12.1447
7.3192
13.7576
8.3772

14.7591
17.1381
21.1978
13.8956
17.1406
16.4737

.235
.157
.229
.566
.785
.517

< .001
.037
.005
.003
.959
< .001

67.5857
56.4386
47.0588
63.4559
65.2042
49.2388

14.0165
18.4837
29.9214
10.6989
15.4043
20.2002

11.1158
26.5217
38.7454
22.6816
17.7744
22.2941

.252
.032
.620
.334
.686
.118

.002
.020
.004
.001
.026
.003

75.8231
36.0797
33.3322
53.5556
44.7459
41.5714

26.0208
22.3494
3.2101
5.6258
24.4920
17.6680

4.2385
19.7302
0.0019
4.5233
25.9924
16.1327

.878
.927
.
1.000
.486
.945

.647
.074
.006
.008
.795
.253
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Solved Problem Analysis vs Traditional Approach
100

Question Average

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
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TR

Treatment Type

Figure 2.14

Average Question Response for Solved Problem Analysis vs Traditional
Approach

Question Average

p = .001

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Exam
* Question Average Sorted by Difficulty
*

Level One

*

*

Level Two

*

Level Three

Difficulty
SPA Conceptual

Figure 2.15

TR Conceptual

SPA Algorithmic

Exam Question Average Sorted by Difficulty

* indicates p < .05
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TR Algorithmic

Question Average

Conceptual Exam Questions With Respect to Math
ACT
100
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70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

*

*

*

Low ACT

Mid ACT
SPA Topic

Figure 2.16

High ACT

Traditional Topic

Conceptual Exam Questions With Respect to Math ACT

* indicates p < .05. For the X-Axis, numbers 1, 2, and 3 represent level of difficulty. “C”
represents conceptual type problem.

Question Average

Algorithmic Exam Questions With Respect to Math
ACT
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
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3A

1A

Low ACT

*

2A

3A

*

3A
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SPA Topic

Figure 2.17

2A

*

1A

High ACT

Traditional Topic

Algorithmic Exam Questions With Respect to Math ACT

* indicates p < .05. For the X-Axis, numbers 1, 2, and 3 represent level of difficulty. “A”
represents algorithmic type problem.
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Final Exam
Comparison of the ACS standardized final exam questions are shown in Figures
2.18 and 2.19. A summary of the statistics for the final exam analysis is presented in
Table 2.11. Using chi-squared for independence, it was found that students did not score
significantly better on conceptual questions when exposed to SPA. It is possible that this
is due to the fact that the ACS final is a multiple choice format where students simply had
to recognize the correct answer for conceptual problems, not create their own answer.
The final exams were the only exams that included multiple choice responses in the
analysis.
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Table 2.11

Summary of Final Exam Analysis
Count

Conceptual TR Topic
Algorithmic SPA Topic
Algorithmic TR Topic
Mid ACT
Conceptual SPA Topic
Conceptual TR Topic
Algorithmic SPA Topic
Algorithmic TR Topic
High ACT
Conceptual SPA Topic
Conceptual TR Topic

Algorithmic SPA Topic
Algorithmic TR Topic

p value

.084

.439

-.032

.543

.238

.001

.192

.086

Incorrect
Correct
Incorrect
Correct
Incorrect
Correct
Incorrect
Correct

2013
(SPA)
23
24
109
64
35
53
25
19

2012 (No
SPA)
35
26
149
100
74
42
42
14

Incorrect
Correct
Incorrect
Correct
Incorrect
Correct
Incorrect
Correct

96
125
392
400
137
262
92
94

117
93
413
449
212
225
122
104

.009

.923

-.016

.523

.144

< .001

.045

.374

Incorrect
Correct
Incorrect

76
208
355

81
259
445

-.034

.406

.361

-.019

Correct
Incorrect
Correct
Incorrect
Correct

701
106
446
95
189

952
220
505
143
243

.127

< .001

.037

.369

Low ACT
Conceptual SPA Topic

Effect
Size (ϕ)

For algorithmic questions, using the Chi-squared test for independence, it was
found that all categories of students scored significantly better when exposed to solved
problem analysis. Low-ACT students scored significantly better (p = .001, ϕ = .238) and
Mid-ACT students (p < .001, ϕ = .144) and High-ACT students (p < .001, ϕ = .127) also
scored significantly better. To correct for familywise error since six tests were used, a pvalue of .0017 or lower is significant on the .01 level. We theorize that the SPA learning
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approach helped students learn how to properly structure problems and identify mistakes
in their work. This is shown by the increase in performance for students when answering
questions covered by solved problem analysis topics. Low-ACT students had the largest
increase in performance with a medium effect size (ϕ = .238). The larger effect size for
Low-ACT students suggests SPA helps Low-ACT students bridge the gap between
novice and expert more effectively than traditional instruction. High-ACT students also
saw significant improvement with SPA treatment, showing SPA as an effective tool for
all levels of students to help bridge this gap.
It is also important to note, topics which had received only traditional instruction
both in 2012 and 2013 did not have significant differences. This suggests that topics
chosen for the study were not easier or harder by chance. It also shows the only
difference between SPA topics in 2012 and 2013 was the SPA treatment, which
strengthens the argument that SPA had a positive effect for differences found to be
significant.
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Conceptual Questions Final Exam
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Figure 2.18
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No significant difference found
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* Indicates p ≤ .01
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High ACT
TR 12

Post-course Survey
Selected post-course survey questions are shown in Table 2.12 detailing responses
to the solved problem analysis approach. Low-ACT students showed more positive
attitudes toward the SPA approach than High-ACT students. High-ACT students showed
neutral or negative responses and expressed through comments that incorrect SPA
problems were stressful as they worried about missing something wrong in the answer.
Table 2.12

Post-course survey on SPA
Question

Solved problem sets helped me

Low Math

Mid Math

High Math

ACT

ACT

ACT

3.3

3.2

2.8

2.7

3.1

2.5

3.7

3.5

2.9

2

1.9

2.6

1.7

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.2

2.6

understand the material.
I felt more confident on material when I
used solved problem sets.
Solved problem sets helped me analyze
what was going on with a practice
problem.
I had seen most of the course material
before.
I felt comfortable with the material as I
prepared for tests.
I felt good about my test grades.

Questions were rated by a four-point Likert Scale with 1 representing strongly disagree
and 4 representing strongly agree
Discussion
The solved problem approach did appear to support learning in our General
Chemistry classrooms. The non-significant interaction of solved problem analysis and
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math ACT suggest SPA was an effective learning tool for both Mid-ACT and High-ACT
students. Since Low-ACT students had to be excluded from analysis due to low sample
size, it would be interesting to see if this interaction remains non-significant when LowACT students are included in the analysis. In-class exams showed clear gains for solved
problem topics as compared to traditionally approached topics. Qualitatively, it was
observed that students showed much more confidence on SPA topic exam questions, with
some traditionally struggling students able to earn 100% score on the most difficult
concepts. Although analysis could show no statistical improvement for in class exams in
Low-ACT students, we observed that Low-ACT students showed patterns of leaving
much simpler traditional topic exam questions blank, indicating low confidence in their
knowledge of the topic. No statistical significance was found for Low-ACT students
since the sample size was so small for this group of students (n = 3). Further research
should be conducted studying the effects of SPA on Low-ACT students.
Study groups have been shown to be an effective tool to help students regulate
their learning. Students in a study group are able to help each other learn by correcting
misconceptions in each other’s learning.31 The process of answering these SPA problems
may imitate interactions in a study group. Outlining the steps in a “correct” SPA problem
mimics the mentoring interaction of one student explaining to another. Identifying
mistakes and correcting a solution mimics a peer tutoring interaction of one peer
supporting another to understand a problem. Both aspects encourage students to engage
in higher order analysis and may be particularly valuable for students that do not
normally participate in the mentoring role. This is similar to metacognitive thinking,
where students will think about how they are solving a problem and attempt to correct
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misconceptions in their own learning. It is possible SPA helps foster metacognitive
thinking skills, although more research should be conducted in order to see how students
are approaching SPA problems to see if metacognitive thinking is indeed being fostered.
In addition, the use of incorrect SPA problems was particularly valuable as
common student mistakes could be showcased and reinforce for students the error in
thought patterns that lead to those mistakes. In a traditional online homework approach,
students may make a mistake and get feedback on their error to learn a correct approach.
The solved problem approach allowed students to pro-actively identify errors for
themselves, supporting them to gain confidence and encouraging the development of
critical thinking skills as they analyze presented work.
The final exam analysis which compared ACS standardized tests showed no
benefit to the SPA approach with respect to conceptual questions. This effect was
theorized to be due to the multiple choice format where a correct answer was arrayed in
front of the student and they simply had to recognize a correct answer. Individual course
exams showed improvement with the SPA approach on conceptual questions, but a
multiple choice format was not used for those questions. For algorithmic questions,
improvement was seen for Mid-ACT and High-ACT students. Since algorithmic
questions still required some mathematical manipulation, it is possible that the multiple
choice format of the standardized final exam was not as important.
Student surveys showed that typically High-ACT students disliked SPA the most,
but results showed significant learning gains. High-ACT students also responded that
more of them had seen the material before. This shows that SPA can be used as a
powerful tool for helping higher achieving students learn material well.
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Low-ACT students in surveys on average were more likely to answer that SPA
helped them learn how to analyze questions. Considering the medium effect size on the
final exam, it is likely Low-ACT students found SPA helpful since SPA problems have
each step written out and only require the student to analyze one step at a time, reducing
the amount of cognitive load needed to solve the problem. The reduction in cognitive
load also perhaps reduced the amount of stress Low-ACT students felt when solving the
problem, which made them enjoy SPA more than other ACT groups. For other ACT
groups students may have felt an increase in cognitive load (germane cognitive load)
since students were required to write out the logic of the steps which may require more
thought than a student may have typically given a problem.
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KNOWLEDGE SURVEYS TO SUPPORT STUDENT METACOGNITION IN
GENERAL CHEMISTRY CLASSROOMS
Introduction
Some educators seek to understand the keys to student success. Previous studies
have been conducted to determine possible methods for increasing students' attention,
comprehension, and levels of success in Chemistry classrooms.32-36 Clearly the role of an
instructor in the process of student learning is important; yet another significant role to be
examined is the that of the student and their ability to independently correct
misconceptions. Once students can correctly identify concepts in which they lack
understanding, they can then focus on those concepts when studying and preparing for an
exam.37, 38 This idea of being aware of one's thought process is commonly referred to as
metacognition.12-14
Student grades are typically reflective of their understanding of the material.
Sometimes, however, a correct answer does not indicate understanding.28 A student who
has a sufficient understanding of the material being tested should be able to predict which
questions they will get right and wrong.39 If students can accurately evaluate their level of
knowledge prior to an exam, they will be able to focus their learning to fill any gaps in
their understanding. This could ultimately lead to an increase in exam grades.13, 40, 41
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Methods
Participants
Thirty-nine students first year chemistry majors in Fall 2014 and 29 students in
the Spring 2015 consented to be a part of the study. In the Fall 2014 class, 66.7% of the
class was female and 33.3% male. The class consisted of 79.5% Caucasian, 10.3%
African American, 5.1% Hispanic, and 5.1% Asian. In the Spring 2015 class 60.7% of
the class was female and 39.3% male. This class consisted of 75.0% Caucasian, 10.8%
African American, 7.1% Hispanic, and 7.1% Asian.
Implementation
This study was conducted at Mississippi State University in the chemistry major’s
General Chemistry class. A knowledge survey was used to determine how accurately
students could evaluate their own level of understanding. The knowledge survey was
created specifically for each exam and listed each of the general topics that could
possibly appear on the upcoming test. The knowledge survey asked students to evaluate
how confident they felt on a five-point Likert scale. The corresponding knowledge survey
was administered a few days before each exam and consisted of a series of questions to
determine how well they thought they would perform on particular concepts. Students
indicated how they thought they would perform on each of the topics listed on the
knowledge survey. See appendix A for examples of knowledge surveys.
Statistical Analysis
The knowledge survey questions were paired to corresponding exam questions.
Exam questions that could correlate with more than one knowledge survey question were
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excluded from analysis, as were questions where no knowledge survey question related
well to the exam question.
All of the participants were assigned random identifiers and their responses were
separated into three groups based on the students’ ACT scores. Students who scored
below 24 on the math section of the ACT were placed into the Low-ACT group, those
scoring 24-26 into the Mid-ACT group, and above a 26 into the High-ACT group. Math
ACT scores were chosen since math ACT is considered to be a good predictor of success
in General Chemistry.29, 30 Kruger and Dunning, researchers who also studied student
metacognition, believed below average students tend to overestimate their abilities and
above average students tend to underestimate their abilities.42 Bell also found similar
results when a knowledge survey was implemented in the General Chemistry
classroom.37
SPSS was used for all statistical analysis. The knowledge survey responses and
individual test question scores were converted to percentages for a more straightforward
comparison. Kendall’s Tau correlation was run to determine if there was a correlation
between how students thought they would do on each question versus how they actually
ended up doing on the corresponding question on the exam. Kendall’s Tau was selected
since the data was categorical. Kendall’s Tau was selected over a Spearman correlation
due to a better performance when there are few scoring categories.
Results and Discussion
Figure 3.1 visually displays the results of the Kendall’s Tau correlation with
question average plotted on the y-axis and knowledge survey answer on the x-axis. This
graph shows the resulting question score a student receives, on average, based on what is
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answered on the knowledge survey. Figure 3.1 generally indicates that as student
confidence in their knowledge increased, the average grade they received increased as
well for Fall 2014. Overall, there was τ = 0.177 and p = .004 indicating a significant
correlation. In general, students were more successful in evaluating their level of
knowledge than was expected. Dividing students based on math ACT scores enabled us
to analyze groups of students with similar academic characteristics:

Question Average

Fall 2014 KS Answer vs. Exam Question Grade
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Knowledge Survey versus Paired Exam Question Average Fall 2014

The X-axis shows the five-point Likert scale response with 1 representing strongly
disagree and 5 representing strongly agree with the statement “I feel very confident that I
know/understand the following material.” The Y-axis represents the average score on
paired exam questions
Low-ACT student data had the strongest correlation with τ = .177 and a p =
0.004. These values express that Low-ACT students were the most accurate in evaluating
their level of knowledge and predicting how they would do on the upcoming exam. This
also indicated that their level of understanding did not increase or decrease in the span of
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a few days between taking the knowledge survey and the exam.
Mid-ACT student data showed no correlation between how they answered on the
knowledge survey versus how they did on the exam, with τ = .027 and p = .647. This
suggests that either these students utilized the time they had before the exam to become
more comfortable with the material they were not very confident in or they were simply
not accurate in evaluating their level of knowledge.
High-ACT student data showed no correlation with τ = .105 and p = .082, but
indicated that the majority of these students felt confident in their understanding of the
material. Their exam grades reflected their confidence accurately.

Spring 2015 KS Answer vs Exam Question Grade
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Spring 2015 Knowledge Survey Answer versus Exam Question Grade

In the Spring 2015 semester different trends were observed. Overall there was a
significant correlation (p < .001, τ = .137) between exam grade and knowledge survey
questions. High-ACT students also showed a significant correlation (p < .001, τ = .130).
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From observations in Figure 3.2, it seems that students who answered that they did not
know the material very well, likely went on to study the material more, and thus received
higher grades, leading to non-significant correlations. This trend in context shows
likeliness that higher performing students from General Chemistry I were able to pass to
move on to General Chemistry II. Higher performing students would likely possess better
metacognitive monitoring, allowing them to realize deficiencies in their own learning and
make corrections.
Limitations
Sample size (fall N = 39, spring N = 29) is perhaps the largest issue in this study,
especially when splitting students in to ACT subgroups. Having a five-point Likert scale
also served as a limitation of the study. Many students would simply answer either a 4 or
5, with few answers of 1, 2, or 3. This caused low variability in student answers, making
correlation harder. To overcome this limitation for future studies, a 10-point scale was
developed (see Figure A.2).
Discussion
The results of the knowledge survey show that most students in a General
Chemistry classroom were able to accurately evaluate their level of understanding and
predict how they would perform on the upcoming exam. Also, the results we obtained
were surprisingly not consistent with the idea presented by Kruger and Dunning since our
Low-ACT students were the most accurate in evaluating the extent of their understanding
of the tested material.42
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It was interesting to see in Chemistry II that many of the trends seen in Chemistry
I were not present. In Chemistry II, it appeared that many students would answer they
knew nothing on the subject and then subsequently scored very well on the exam in that
topic. This is likely due to the students realizing they were deficient in the subject and
devoted their resources towards that area in order to be successful on the exam.
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CHAPTER IV
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF STUDY GROUPS
Introduction
Study groups have repeatedly been shown to be an important part of educational
instruction.14, 43, 44 Study groups are also linked with fostering interactions similar to
metacognition.13, 14 Study groups allow students to work together and monitor each
other’s thinking.14
The benefits of study groups have shown to affect other areas of a student’s life.45
The community of a study group helps provide students with a support system that can
give them both moral and academic encouragement. This can play an especially key role
in university students away from the comfort of home. Not only do study groups create
the opportunity for students to improve, study groups have actually been shown to benefit
students’ academic outcome.31, 46
While research has shown the benefits study groups can provide,14, 43, 44 little to no
research has been done on how instructors can get students to form independent study
groups or how students self-assemble and structure their study groups. The role of the
instructor will be examined to see what instructors can practically do to encourage the
formation of study groups outside the chemistry classroom. The social aspect and study
group environment was also examined.
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Online learning assignments have gained in popularity when compared to
traditional paper and pencil type assignments in large lecture settings. Answers to
problems submitted online can be immediately graded by a computer at any time, while
hard copy assignments submitted on paper must be graded by hand.47 As soon as the
student clicks “submit” by their answer, the computer can tell them if they got it right or
wrong; and in many cases, the student may be given multiple chances at the problem.
This is not the case with paper and pencil assignments. Hard copy assignments are turned
in to the instructor to be graded and returned at a later date. There is no immediate
feedback. By taking away immediate feedback it is possible paper homework may
encourage the formation of study groups by forcing students to form groups where they
can check their answers before submitting homework.
Methods
Participants
The Spring 2014 General Chemistry class had 168 students who consented to be
part of the study, and the Fall 2015 class had 97 students who consented to be a part of
the study. In the Spring 2014 class, 49.7% of the class was female and 50.3% male. The
class consisted of 83.8% Caucasian, 10.2% African American, 3.0% Hispanic, 0.6%
Asian, 0.6% Native American, 0.6% Multiracial, and 1.2% Unknown. In the Fall 2015
class 42.7% of the class was female and 57.3% male. This class consisted of 76.8%
Caucasian, 13.4% African American, 2.4% Hispanic, 3.7% Asian, and 3.7% Multiracial.
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Implementation
The department of chemistry at Mississippi State University offers General
Chemistry classes every semester. Each class is taught in typical lecture format with
approximately 200 students in each lecture class. The lecture portion is also accompanied
by a smaller lab component.
For the purposes of this study, two different General Chemistry classes were
studied: Spring 2014 Chemistry II and Fall 2015 Chemistry I. To make the two groups
comparable, all controllable variables were kept constant. The two classes were taught by
the same instructor, the classes were roughly the same size, and the classes had the same
test and class format. The students in the class formats were a random variety of whoever
happened to sign up for that particular class. The only discrepancies between the two
classes were the type of homework assignments given. The Spring 2014 class received
only online homework assignments; the Fall 2015 class additionally received paper
homework assignments.
At the beginning of the semester, the instructor explained to the students the
difficulty of a college level General Chemistry course. The class was encouraged by the
instructor, but not required to form study groups. They were also given the opportunity to
consent to have their name, email, major, and dorm posted in a list so students had a way
to connect. After that, the course was taught normally with minimal mention of study
groups.
At the end of the semester, each student completed a multiple choice survey that
included a variety of questions (see Figure B.1 for example of end of year survey). These
questions ranged from asking about their high school chemistry experience to whether
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they felt they had control over their own success in the course. Part of the survey centered
on questioning the students’ study group participation.
Statistical Analysis
All statistical analysis were conducted in IBM Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences. To analyze the effect of study group participation on exam average, one-way
ANCOVA was utilized with math ACT subscore used as the covariate and study group
participation as the fixed factor with the dependent variable exam average. To analyze the
effect of having a study group in different dorms, two-way ANCOVA was conducted
with math ACT subscore used as the covariate and study group participation and dorm
residence as fixed factors with the dependent variable of exam average. Normality of
exam averages and math ACT subscore was analyzed using the Shapiro-Wilk test, zscores of skew and kurtosis, and the Q-Q plot. Levene’s test was used to check the
homogeneity of variance. To check the homogeneity of regression slopes, the interaction
effect of math ACT subscore and the dorm residence of the student was analyzed by
construction of a linear model.
To analyze the effect of participating in a study group on the final course grade, a
Mann-Whitney test was utilized. This test was selected for this analysis because of the
ordinal nature of final class grades.
To see if students deficient in a strong chemistry background were more likely to
form a study group, a Mann-Whitney test was used.
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Results and Discussion
Assumptions Testing
Using the Shapiro-Wilk test, exam averages (p = .004) were found to be
significantly not normal. ACT math (p = .079) score was found to be normal. This is
likely due to the large sample size, as the Shapiro-Wilk test is more likely to find small
deviations from normality in larger sample sizes. For exam average, the Zskew was found
to be not significant (Zskew = -1.41) with Zkurtosis not significant (Zkurtosis = -1.59). After
examining the Q-Q plot (see Figure 4.1) it appears that the distribution deviates slightly.
Since 97 participants participated in the study, the central limit theorem will be invoked
and the distribution will be treated as normal. For math ACT, the distribution was not
significantly skewed (Zskew = -0.58). No significant change in kurtosis was seen (Zkurtosis =
-0.73). After reviewing the Q-Q plot it appears that the distribution is normal (Figure
4.2).
Levene’s test was found to be non-significant (p = .409), showing the assumption
of homogeneity of variances was met. The assumption of homogeneity of regression
slopes was not violated. This was found by a non-significant interaction (p = .661)
between the independent variable and the covariate.
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Figure 4.1

Q-Q plot of Exam Average

Some deviation can be seen at the tail ends of the distribution but it was deemed not
extreme.

Figure 4.2

Q-Q plot of math ACT sub-score

Very little deviation can be seen in the distribution.
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Summary of Student Responses
From the survey, a couple of interesting results were seen. For the Spring 2014
class, students who participated in study groups were most likely to participate in study
groups with their friends. This illustrates the importance of the social impact of study
groups. Seventy-four percent of the students also self-reported that study groups helped
them understand the material better. Very few students reported that they did not realize
they should have participated in study groups (11.4%). This suggests the instructor was
able to effectively convey to students early on the importance of study groups. For the
Fall 2015 class, 88.7% of students agreed, or strongly agreed with the statement “I am
good at math.” In the context of the chemistry classroom, this is very interesting as it has
been found that students often struggle with math in chemistry.48 Additional results is in
the Fall 2015 Chemistry I section show the students found their study partner was much
more balanced (Compare Table 4.11 and Table 4.25). Fall also had similar results with
the self-reported helpfulness of study groups (79.5%). Study group participation also
increased from 29.3% of the class in Spring 2014 to 46.4% in Fall 2015.
Spring 2014 Chemistry Two (No paper Homework)
Table 4.2

Four-Point Likert Scale Survey Questions

Question
I have control over how successful I am
During lecture, the pacing was too fast
During lecture I often felt confused
I found the ONLINE homework
assignments helpful in understanding the
material

Strongly
Disagree
1.3%
0.6%
3.2%
6.4%
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Disagree

Agree

18.7%
12.2%
16.0%
17.3%

49.0%
31.4%
35.3%
43.6%

Strongly
Agree
31.0%
55.8%
45.5%
32.7%

Table 4.3

Pick the response that best describes your course experience

Pick the response that best describes your course experience
I had seen all of the material covered before
I had seen most of the material covered before
I had seen some of the material before
I had never seen any of the material before
Table 4.4

Did the class move at the right speed?

Did the class move at the right speed?
No – way too slow
The pace of the class was just right
No – way too fast
Table 4.5

Response
1.3%
26.5%
72.3%

Did you feel comfortable with the material as you prepared for tests?

Did you feel comfortable with the material as you prepared for
tests?
Yes – I felt pretty confident
Kind of – I felt good with some material but not with others
No – I did not feel confident
Table 4.6

Response
14.8%
56.8%
28.4%

How did you feel about your test grades?

How did you feel about your test grades?
Great – I did better than I expected
Good – I earned the grade I expected
OK – I did a little bit worse than expected
Awful – I did way worse than I expected
Table 4.7

Response
5.8%
9.0%
55.1%
29.5%

Response
1.9%
23.1%
43.6%
31.4%

Did you participate in a regular study group for chemistry?

Question
Did you participate in a regular study group for
chemistry?
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Yes Response
29.3%

No Response
70.7%

Table 4.8

If you participated in a study group, how often does your study group
meet?

How often does your study group meet?
Occasionally, we would meet just before exams
Regularly, typically once a week
Often, two or more times per week
Table 4.9

Where does your study group typically meet?

Where does your study group typically meet?
Other
Off Campus housing
On campus classroom or other location not listed
Union
Library
Dorm
Table 4.10

Response
68.6%
13.7%
17.6%

Yes Response
3.9%
9.8%
29.4%
2.0%
39.2%
37.3%

What is the typical activity that you and your study group work on?

What is the typical activity that you and your study group
work on?
Other
Test preparation: we studied for tests
Online lecture homework: we worked on online
homework assignments
Lab assignments: We worked on lab homework, lab
reports or studied for lab quizzes
Table 4.11

No Response
96.1%
90.2%
70.6%
98.0%
60.8%
62.7%

Response

No Response

0.0%
92.2%
56.9%

100%
7.8%
43.1%

21.6%

78.4%

Response
3.9%
70.6%

No Response
96.1%
21.3%

37.3%

62.7%

9.8%

90.2%

25.5%

74.5%

9.8%

90.2%

How did you find your study partner?

How did you find your study partner?
Other
Friends: I study with people I’ve known for a while so I
didn’t just meet them this semester
I studied with others from my sorority/fraternity/other
organization
From my dorm: I studied with others that I met through
my dorm or housing
From lecture: I studied with other students I met in my
lecture section
From lab: I studied with my lab partner or others I met in
lab
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Table 4.12

What do you use to stay connected and plan group meeting times?

What do you use to stay connected and plan group
meeting times?
Other
GroupMe or similar application
Facebook
Texting
Talk about it in class
Table 4.13

No Response

3.9%
15.7%
9.8%
86.3%
31.4%

96.1%
84.3%
90.2%
13.7%
68.6%

Did you find your study group helpful in preparing for chemistry? What
seemed helpful about it?

Did you find your study group helpful in preparing for
chemistry? What seemed helpful about it?
My study group was a total waste of time
It was not very helpful and it did not help me understand
better
It forced me to study when I might not have on my own
It helped me get through the assignments faster since we
shared the task
It helped me understand the material better
Table 4.14

Response

Response

No Response

3.9%
3.9%

96.1%
96.1%

35.3%
31.4%

64.7%
68.6%

74.5%

25.5%

Do you study with people only in your major?

Do you study with people only in your major?
Both, we had a mix of majors
No, I studied with people in other majors
Yes, only other students in my major
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Response
37.3%
52.9%
3.9%

Table 4.15

Why did you not participate in a study group outside of class?

Why did you not participate in a study group outside of
class?
Other
I did not realize until too late that I should have met with
a study group
I tried to meet with a study group but I would not find a
time that would work
I have never participated in a study group before and did
not think I would want to
I was not able to connect with anyone to form a study
group with
I have participated in study groups before and they are
just a waste of time
Table 4.16

Response

No Response

28.1%
11.4%

71.9%
88.6%

12.3%

87.7%

27.2%

72.8%

21.9%

78.1%

24.6%

75.4%

If you did not participate in a study group what do you think would have
been helpful for you?

If you did not participate in a study group what do you
think would have been helpful for you?
I needed more information on how to study for all my
courses
I needed more information on how to study for chemistry
I needed more information about the difficulty of the
chemistry course so I would know what to expect for
exams
I needed more information about how study groups could
help me learn
I needed an easier way to connect with interested people
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Response

No Response

14.9%

85.1%

43.9%
35.1%

56.1%
64.9%

14.9%

85.1%

13.2%

86.8%

Fall 2015 Chemistry one (Paper Homework)
Table 4.17

Four-Point Likert Scale Survey Questions

Question
I had a strong high school chemistry
experience
I felt confident going in to this chemistry
course that I would be successful
I am good at math
I have control over how successful I am
During lecture, the pacing was too fast
During lecture I often felt confused
I found the ONLINE homework
assignments helpful in understanding the
material
Table 4.18

Strongly
Disagree
18.6%

Disagree

Agree

27.8%

34.0%

Strongly
Agree
19.6%

10.3%

24.7%

45.4%

19.6%

2.1%
0.0%
1.0%
9.4%
6.2%

9.3%
7.2%
28.9%
36.5%
19.6%

36.1%
49.5%
41.2%
33.3%
43.3%

52.6%
43.3%
28.9%
20.8%
30.9%

Pick the response that best describes your course experience

Pick the response that best describes your course experience
I had seen all of the material covered before
I had seen most of the material covered before
I had seen some of the material before
I had never seen any of the material before
Table 4.19

Response
7.2%
59.8%
26.8%
6.2%

Did the class move at the right speed?

Did the class move at the right speed?
No – way too slow
The pace of the class was just right
No – way too fast

Response
2.1%
45.4%
52.6%
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Table 4.20

Did you feel comfortable with the material as you prepared for tests?

Did you feel comfortable with the material as you prepared for Response
tests?
Yes – I felt pretty confident
11.3%
Kind of – I felt good with some material but not with others
63.9%
No – I did not feel confident
24.7%
How did you feel about your test grades?
Response
Great – I did better than I expected
17.5%
Good – I earned the grade I expected
30.9%
OK – I did a little bit worse than expected
37.1%
Awful – I did way worse than I expected
14.4%
Table 4.21

Did you participate in a regular study group for chemistry?

Question
Did you participate in a regular study group for
chemistry?
Table 4.22

Yes Response
46.4%

How often does your study group meet?

How often does your study group meet?
Occasionally, we would meet just before exams
Regularly, typically once a week
Often, two or more times per week
Table 4.23

No Response
53.6%

Response
60.0%
22.2%
17.8%

Where does your study group typically meet?

Where does your study group typically meet?
Other
Off Campus housing
On campus classroom or other location not listed
Union
Library
Dorm
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Response
2.0%
20.0%
17.8%
4.4%
35.6%
33.3%

No Response
98%
80.0%
82.2%
95.6%
64.4%
66.7%

Table 4.24

What is the typical activity that you and your study group work on?

What is the typical activity that you and your study group
work on?
Other
Paper HW assignments for lecture
Test preparation: we studied for tests
Online lecture homework: we worked on online
homework assignments
Lab assignments: We worked on lab homework, lab
reports or studied for lab quizzes
Table 4.25

No Response

0.0%
51.1%
86.7%
60.0%

100.0%
48.9%
13.3%
40.0%

26.7%

73.3%

Response
2.0%
46.7%

No Response
98.0%
53.3%

26.7%

73.3%

28.9%

71.1%

33.3%

66.7%

4.4%

95.6%

How did you find your study partner

How did you find your study partner?
Other
Friends: I study with people I’ve known for a while so I
didn’t just meet them this semester
I studied with others from my sorority/fraternity/other
organization
From my dorm: I studied with others that I met through
my dorm or housing
From lecture: I studied with other students I met in my
lecture section
From lab: I studied with my lab partner or others I met in
lab
Table 4.26

Response

What do you use to stay connected and plan group meeting times?

What do you use to stay connected and plan group
meeting times?
Other
GroupMe or similar application
Facebook
Texting
Talk about it in class
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Response

No Response

4.0%
26.7%
2.2%
75.6%
20.0%

96.0%
73.3%
97.8%
24.4%
80.0%

Table 4.27

Did you find your study group helpful in preparing for chemistry?

Did you find your study group helpful in preparing for
chemistry? What seemed helpful about it?
My study group was a total waste of time
It was not very helpful and it did not help me understand
better
It forced me to study when I might not have on my own
It helped me get through the assignments faster since we
shared the task
It helped me understand the material better
Table 4.28

Response

No Response

0.0%
4.5%

100.0%
95.5%

34.1%
38.6%

65.9%
61.4%

79.5%

20.5%

Do you study with people only in your major?

Do you study with people only in your major?
Both, we had a mix of majors
No, I studied with people in other majors
Yes, only other students in my major
Table 4.29

Response
35.6%
60.0%
4.4%

Why did you not participate in a study group outside of class?

Why did you not participate in a study group outside of
class?
Other
I did not realize until too late that I should have met with
a study group
I tried to meet with a study group but I would not find a
time that would work
I have never participated in a study group before and did
not think I would want to
I was not able to connect with anyone to form a study
group with
I have participated in study groups before and they are
just a waste of time
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Response

No Response

21.6%
7.8%

78.4%
92.2%

9.8%

90.2%

23.5%

76.5%

9.8%

90.2%

29.4%

70.6%

Table 4.30

If you did not participate in a study group what do you think would have
been helpful to you?

If you did not participate in a study group what do you
think would have been helpful for you?
I needed more information on how to study for all my
courses
I needed more information on how to study for chemistry
I needed more information about the difficulty of the
chemistry course so I would know what to expect for
exams
I needed more information about how study groups could
help me learn
I needed an easier way to connect with interested people

Response

No Response

29.5%

70.5%

31.8%
38.6%

68.2%
61.4%

20.5%

79.5%

18.2%

81.8%

Overall, study group participation increased from the Spring 2014 online
homework class to the Fall 2015 paper homework class. The overall percentage of
students who chose to join a study group in the Spring 2014 class was 29.2% while the
overall percentage of students who chose to join a study group in the Fall 2015 class was
46.4%. Using the one-way ANCOVA, it was found that for Fall 2015, study group
participation did not significantly affect exam average F(1.00, 80.00) = 3.587, p = .062,
ηp2 = .045. Using the Mann-Whitney test, it was also found that for both semesters,
participating in a study group did not significantly impact final course grade (fall p =
.169, spring p = .112). Also using the Mann –Whitney test it was found that for both
semesters, participating in a study group did not significantly increase grade satisfaction
(fall p = .086, spring p = .099).
When analyzing the data to see if the dorm a student stayed in as categorized by
price (Fall 2015), it was found that no significant interaction existed between the dorm
and the effectiveness of the study group as measured by exam average F(1.00, 23) = .941,
p = .450, ηp2 = .032. Levene’s test was not significant (p = .199), meaning the assumption
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of homogeneity of variances was met. The interaction is likely not significant due to the
very small sample size of students living in the mid-priced dorms who participated in
study groups (N = 4). From the interaction graph, it seems that there may be an effect, but
more research should be conducted to see if there is an effect (see Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3

Interaction effect of between the dorm and effectiveness of the study group
for Fall 2015, with the Y-axis representing exam average

Although no significant effect was found, the lines cross quite dramatically, suggesting
the possibility that there may indeed be an effect. A larger sample size will be needed to
see if this effect is real or not.
Limitations
The structure of the experiment presents certain limitations. For this experiment,
two different classes were used so that two different modes of homework could be
implemented. While as many factors as possible were kept consistent between the two
classes, not everything about the two groups could be kept exactly the same. The most
notable difference between the two classes is Spring 2014 was chemistry two whereas
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Fall 2015 was Chemistry I. The variances that differing semesters could present are not
fully known, but more research in this area should be done.
Discussion
Both classes had online homework assignments to complete, which did not
require the students to show their work and also provided immediate feedback as to
whether they got the question right or wrong. However, the Fall 2015 class additionally
had paper homework assignments to complete, which did require students to show their
work and justify their answers, and could not give them immediate feedback as to
whether they got the problem right or wrong. Looking at survey responses it seems that
paper homework may have prompted students to form study groups. Looking at “What is
the typical activity that you and your study group work on?” (refer to Table 4.24 and
4.10) each category changed very little from fall to spring, while for the fall semester,
51.1% of students in a study group worked on the paper homework. It is hard to separate
out if the increase in study group participation is coming from the paper homework or
from other factors. One possibility is chemistry two students may have learned more
about the benefits of participating in a study group and how to establish effective study
groups. This hypothesis is partially supported by the data, with 9.8% of the students in
the fall semester answered that they were not able to find someone to form a study group
with, in contrast to 21.9% for spring semester. This suggests more students were seeking
out study groups for chemistry two.
Inconsistent to prior findings,37, 42 it was found that participating in study groups
showed no significant improvement for grades or test grade satisfaction. Considering the
extensive literature on the benefits of study groups and the importance of peer-peer
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interactions this is a remarkable result and may suggest that the students are forming
ineffective study groups. It is also possible that study groups were not found effective in
the present study since students who are struggling may be more likely to participate in a
study group. This hypothesis seems to be partially supported on the surface, as students
participating in a study group were found to have significantly lower levels of selfreported high school chemistry. However, it still seems more likely the self-assembled
study groups may have not been effective. This is shown by a non-significant ANCOVA
using math ACT as a covariate and looking at study group participation as a factor in
exam average. Math ACT has been shown as an effective measure of potential success in
chemistry, and correcting for math ACT by using it as a covariate allows all students to
become comparable. The ANCOVA produced a non-significant result which means that
correcting for math ACT, study group participation did not significantly impact exam
average. This non-significant result indicates it is very likely the study groups being
formed are ineffective.
This leads to questions, since as stated earlier, study groups have been shown time
and again to be an effective part of learning. Why were these self-assembled study groups
not effective for student learning? There are a number of possibilities that should be
explored. One possibility is similar students might be forming study groups with each
other. This would negate the positive effect of peer-monitoring if like-minded individuals
are grouped together. Students in these groups will make similar mistakes, so they will be
unable to monitor each other’s thinking. Also, if poor performing students are grouping
together, they will be unable to correct each other’s misconceptions. If high performing
students are grouping together, the benefit of study groups will likely not be seen with
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this group. This is because of the ceiling effect with grades where higher performing
students would have done well with or without a study group, so their grade is not able to
increase to show any added benefits of study group participation. More research should
be conducted to see specifically what type of people the students are forming study
groups with.
Another possibility is students may not know how to study effectively in a study
group. One difference between this study and another studies conducted is there was no
leader assigned to the study groups.14, 43, 44 It is possible that leadership may be the key
factor to what makes a study group effective. Without a clear leader a study group may
not be able to stay on task. To see if this is causing ineffective study groups, an
observational study should be conducted to see how students typically interact in study
groups and if groups exhibiting leadership are more effective.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Solved problem analysis was shown to be an effective teaching tool for all groups
of students. It appears the biggest effect is seen in the Low-ACT group, but more
research should be conducted with a larger sample size to see if these performance
increases are as dramatic as they appear. The final exam showed evidence SPA is
excellent in helping students improve performance on algorithmic problems. No
performance increases were seen in the final exam for conceptual problems, but this may
be due to the format of the final exam. More research should also be directed to test for
the effectiveness of SPA with respect to conceptual problems. Overall, evidence suggests
that SPA can serve as an important educational tool to help students learn General
Chemistry.
Knowledge survey’s illustrated students’ ability to recognize gaps in their
understanding and their ability to fill these gaps. Results showed students in General
Chemistry I had very little change from the time they took the knowledge survey to the
time the exam was taken. In General Chemistry II, it seemed students were better able to
make corrections in their knowledge gaps. To confirm these trends, another two
semesters of data should be collected to see if these trends continue. Next, more research
should be directed to discover to what extent the knowledge survey prompted students to
spend more or less time studying, depending on how they evaluated their level of
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understanding and confidence in answering questions on a certain topic. To what extent
gender and ethnicity played a role in student metacognition should also be studied. To
increase sample sizes, the knowledge survey will also be implemented in the non-majors
general chemistry classroom. To increase variance in responses, knowledge surveys will
also be rewritten to include 10 possible responses. These response categories will be
formatted to clearly be equal in intervals between responses. This will allow this data to
be treated as a ratio variable, opening up the possibility for parametric testing.
This study has illustrated the importance of not simply encouraging students to
form study groups, but also instructing students how to form effective groups. It seems
that when students receive no instruction on how to work in study groups effectively,
their interactions are ineffective as a learning tool. The next step for this work would be
to identify what makes a study group ineffective, and then communicate with students
how to form fruitful study groups.
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EXAMPLE KNOWLEDGE SURVEY
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Knowledge Survey Five Point Scale

Figure A.1

CH1213 Fall 2015 Knowledge Survey
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Figure A.1 (continued)
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Knowledge Survey Ten Point Scale

Figure A.2

CH1213 Spring 2016 Knowledge Survey
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Figure A.2 (continued)
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EXAMPLE END OF YEAR SURVEYS
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Fall 2015 End of Year Survey

Figure B.1

Fall 2015 End of Year Survey
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Figure B.1 (continued)
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Figure B.1 (continued)
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Figure B.1 (continued)
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